A case citation has five elements and generally follows the order of - **Case name, year, volume number** (of law report), **abbreviation** of the law report and **starting page number**.

In reported cases the details required are: Case name (italicised or underlined if unable to italicise); year (in round brackets); volume number; abbreviation of the law report; starting page number; pinpoint page number (used when referring to a specific point in the judgment) and name of judge/s (only used where appropriate).


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Law Reports</strong></th>
<th><strong>FOOTNOTE CITATION EXAMPLE</strong></th>
<th><strong>BIBLIOGRAPHY/REFERENCE LIST EXAMPLE</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
*Commonwealth v Tasmania* (1983) 158 CLR 1 ("Tasmanian Dam Case"). |
*Dale v Scott; Ex parte Dale* [1985] 1 Qd R 406. |
| 30 *Commonwealth v Tasmania* (1983) 158 CLR 1 ("Tasmanian Dam Case"). |  | *Dale v Scott; Ex parte Dale* [1985] 1 Qd R 406  
*DPP (WA) v Silbert* (2000) 112 A Crim R 88  
*James Hardie & Co Pty Ltd v Hall* (1998) 43 NSWLR 554 |

Case name should NOT be
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### AGLC Referencing

#### Case Law

| Unreported Judgments | 34 Ross v Chambers (Unreported, Supreme Court of the Northern Territory, Kriewaldt J, 5 April 1956) 77. | Ross v Chambers (Unreported, Supreme Court of the Northern Territory, Kriewaldt J, 5 April 1956) |

**Todorovic v Waller** (1981) 150 CLR 402
- For round bracket ( ) citations, the year is not essential for locating the case.

**Macpherson v Kevin J Prunty & Associates** [1983] 1 VR 573
- For square bracket [ ] citations, the year is essential as the report series either does not have a volume number or, as in this instance, begins with volume 1 each year.

**Watts v Turpin** [2000] Aust Torts Reports 81-544
- Cases published by CCH have a slightly different citation style. Numbers such as 81-544 as shown above are references to paragraphs. These numbers are displayed at the bottom of the page in CCH reports. Numbers that
do not include a hyphen are references to page numbers. These numbers are displayed at the top of the page in CCH reports.

*McCracken v Melbourne Storm Rugby League Football Club* [2005] NSWSC 107 (22 February 2005)

This citation is called a medium neutral citation. This method of citation was developed to accommodate referencing unreported judgments. In the example above, 2005 is the year that the case was decided, NSWSC stands for the New South Wales Supreme Court; 107 is the number of the case, and 22 February 2005 is the judgement date.